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• The positive integers are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, ….
• The Pythagorean Theorem says that 222 cba =+  where a, b, and c are side lengths of a right

triangle and c is the hypotenuse.
• An isosceles triangle has two sides with equal length.

1. Points A, B, C, and D are evenly spaced on
the number line as shown. What reduced
fraction corresponds to point C? Express
your answer as a fraction ba .

2.  For which value(s) of n, are n, 3n+1, 3n-1 the lengths of the three sides of a right triangle?

3.  Determine the number of triangles of all sizes in the shape shown.

4.  Triangle ABC has integer side lengths.
     One side has length 13 and a second
     side is twice the length of the third
     side. What is the greatest possible perimeter?

5.  [4, 4, 5, 12] is a collection of positive integers whose sum is 25 and whose product is 960.
     [2, 3, 4, 8, 8] is another collection whose sum is also 25 but whose product is 1536. Among all
     collections of positive integers whose sum is 25 what is the largest product that can be found?
      



6.  Six friends are sitting around a campfire. Each person in turn announces the total of the ages of the
     other five people. If 104, 105, 108, 114, 115, and 119 gives the six sums of each group of five
     people, what is the age of the oldest person?

7.  ABCD is a rectangle with 5AB = ,
    2EC = , ADAE = .  FindAD .

8.  (a)  Four people – Andrew, Beth, Carolyn and Darcey – play a game that requires them to split up
           into two teams of two players. In how many ways can they split up?

      (b)  Now suppose that Euler and Fibonacci join these four people. In how many ways can these
            six people split up into three teams of two?

9.   Triangle ABC is isosceles with AB=AC.
      The measure of angle BAD is 30_  and  AD=AE.
      Determine the measure of angle EDC.

10.  In the diagram to the right

       (a) what is the sum of the entries in row J?

       (b) what is the first (leftmost) number in row Z?
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1. 
60
71

; Since
12
17

3
1

4
7

=− , each segment has length
60
17

. Then C is
60
71

60
173

3
1

=






+

2. 12=n ; By the Pythagorean Theorem( ) ( ) 222 1313 nnn +−=+ . After simplification 212 nn =  or

12=n .

3. 63; Any choice of 2 of the 7 base intersection points will determine a large triangle. Similarly for the other

two sections. The total number of triangles is then 632132
73 =⋅=




 .

4. P = 49; The side lengths are 12, 24, and 13.

5. 8748; The sum 25223333333 =++++++++  gives the maximum product. 5 is not needed as a

summand since it could be replaced by 32 + , yielding a larger product 6. Similarly, since 336 += ,

3227 ++= , 3328 ++= , 3339 ++= , none of these digits are needed.

6. Age = 29; The sum 665119115114108105104 =+++++  is five times the sum of all six ages. Since

all six ages sum to 1335
665 = , the oldest is 29104133 =− .

7. 4
29 ; Let xAD = ; then xAE = , 2−= xBE . By the Pythagorean Theorem ( ) 252 22 +−= xx ;

then 294 =x .

8. (a)  3; The teams are AB and CD; AC and BD; AD and BC

(b)  15; With AB there are 3 ways to form 2 teams of 2 using C, D, E, F to pair with AB. Similarly,

       with each of AC, AD, AE, AF there are three ways to complete the split. The total is

        1553 =⋅ .

9. Angle EDC = 15_; Label all angles in the triangle and use two facts: the sum of all three angles in any of

the triangles is 180_ and the base angles in each of the two isosceles triangles are equal.

10. (a)  The first number in row J is 91. The sum 1091071051031019997959391 +++++++++

              is 1000. This can be found by subtracting one arithmetic sum from another.

       (b)  651; Row Y has 25 elements in it. The first 25 rows contain 32525321 =++++ L  odd numbers.

              The 325th odd number is ( ) 64913252 =− . Row Z starts with 651. 
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1. Determine the number of 3 by 3 square arrays
whose row and column sums are equal to 2,
using 0, 1, 2 as entries. Entries may be
repeated, and not all of 0, 1, 2 need be used as the
two examples show.

2. Let  },,,{ dcbaS =  be a set of four positive integers. If pairs of distinct elements of S
are added, the following six sums are obtained: 5, 10, 11, 13, 14, 19. Determine the values of a,
b, c, and d. [Hint: there are two possibilities.]

3. A rectangle is inscribed in a square
creating four isosceles right triangles.
If the total area of these four triangles
is 200, what is the length of the diagonal
of the rectangle?

4. In the figure there are 8 line segments drawn from
vertex A to the base BC (not counting the segments AB or AC).

(a)  Determine the total number of triangles of all sizes.

(b)  How many triangles are there if there are n lines
      drawn from A to n interior points on BC?

5. The sum of 400, 3, 500, 800 and 305 is 2008 and the product of these five numbers is
8x101464000,000,400,146 = .

(a)  Determine the largest number which is the product of positive integers whose sum is 2008.

(b)  Determine the largest number which is the product of positive integers whose sum is n.

OVER

110011
011200
101011



6. Points A and B are on the same side of
line L in the plane. A is 5 units away
from L, B is 9 units away from L.
The distance between A and B is 12. For
all points P on L what is the smallest
value of the sum AP + PB of the distances
from A to P and from P to B?

7. Determine the value of a so that the following fraction reduces to a quotient of two linear
expressions:

8. Triangle ABC has integer side lengths.
One side is twice the length of a second side.

(a)  If the third side has length 40 what is the greatest possible perimeter?

(b)  If the third side has length n what is the greatest possible perimeter?

(c)  Now suppose one side is three times the length of a second side and the third side has length

                  of 40. What is the maximum perimeter?

(d)  Generalize.

9. Let 12 1010101 −++++= n
nC L .

(a)  Prove that 1109 −= n
nC  .

(b)  Prove that ( ) 11222523 2
3 =+C  .

(c)  Prove that each term in the following sequence is a perfect square:

                   25, 1225, 112225, 11122225, 1111222225, …

10. Let ( )2,nf  be the number of ways of splitting n2  people into n groups, each of size 2.
As an example, the 4 people A, B, C, D can be split into 3 groups: AB  CD ; AC  BD ;

and AD  BC . Hence ( ) 32,2 =f .

          (a)  Compute ( )2,3f  and ( )2,4f .

(b)  Conjecture a formula for ( )2,nf .

(c)   Let ( )3,nf be the number of ways of splitting }3,,3,2,1{ nK into n subsets of size 3.
       Compute ( ) ( )3,3,3,2 ff  and conjecture a formula for ( )3,nf .

( ) ( )
( ) ( )106

610
23

23

−+−−+

−+−−+

axxax
axxax
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1. 21; There are 6 using 3 2’s and 6 more using no 2’s, and 9 using one 2.

2. {1, 4, 9, 10} or {2, 3, 8, 11}; Order the integers as a < b < c < d. The two cases are 5=+ ba ,

,10=+ ca  11=+ da ,  13=+ cb , 14=+ db  and 19=+ dc  giving 5=− bc  by subtracting the

first two yielding {1, 4, 9, 10} or 5=+ ba , 10=+ ca , 11=+ cb , 13=+ da , 14=+ db ,

19=+ dc  yielding {2, 3, 8, 11}.

3. 20; Let a, b be the side lengths of the small and large right triangles, respectively. Then

20022 =+ ba  and the length of the diagonal is .20200222 22 ==+= bad  There are two

alternative solutions: compress the rectangle into the diagonal d or expand the rectangle to become

a square whose diagonal is parallel to the side of the original square.

4. (a)  





2
103 ; Any choice of 2 of the 10 lines will result in a triangle.

(b)  ( )( ) 22132
23 ++=




 + nnn

5. (a)  2668 23 ⋅  ;  for any n the summands 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, can always be replaced by 3’s and
             2’s. The maximum number of 3’s will yield the maximum product.

            (b)  If kn 3= , k3  is the maximum product. If 13 += kn , 12 32 −⋅ k  is the max product. If

                  23 += kn , k32 ⋅  is the maximum product.

6. 18; Reflect PB about the x axis. The x coordinate of B′ , the reflection of B, is 22 412 −=x  =

128  . The distance between A (0, 5) and  ( )9,128B −′  is 18196128 =+ .

7. 8=a  ; If c and d are negatives of each other then the numerator and denominator of

cxdxx
dxcxx

+−+

+−+
23

23
 each factor by grouping as ( )

( ) cx
cx

x
x

cx
cx

−

+
=

−

−

−

+

1
1

2

2
. So set ( )610 −−=− aa  and

8=a .

8. (a)  157 ; If the side lengths are x, 2x and 40 then xx 240 >+ or 40<x . The maximum

             perimeter occurs when 39=x  and is 39 + 40 + 78 = 157.
(b)  34 −n ; If the sides are x, 2x, and n then xnx 2>+  implies nx <  and the sides are
       ( ) ( ) nnn ,12,1 −− .
(c)  116 ; xx 340 >+  implies 20<x . Then 19 + 57 + 40 =116.



9. (a)  n
nC 1010101010 32 ++++= L  ; now subtract  110101 −+++= n

nC L .

(b) 2 = (3 111+2)2 = 3352 = 112225.

(c)  Take n = 4 ; (3C4 + 2)2 = 9C4
2 + 12C4 + 4 = 9C4C4+12C4+4

       = (104 – 1)C4 + 12C4 + 4 = 104C4 + 10C4 + C4 + 4

       = 11110000 + 11110 + 1111 + 4 = 11122225

      The proof for general n is similar.

      10. (a)  f (3, 2) = 15 ; We can split A, B, C, D, E, F into 3 groups of 2 as follows; A can pair

      with any of the other 5 in 5 ways. The other four can split into 2 in f (2, 2) = 3 ways.

                   f (4, 2) = 7 _ 5 _ 3 in a similar manner.

            (b)  f (n, 2) = (2n-1)(2n-3)(2n-5) 3 = 

            (c)  f (2, 3) = ; A can pair with any 2 of B, C, D, E, F.

                  f (3, 3) =   ; A can pair with any 2 of the other 8. The remaining 6 can be split in

                  f (2, 3) =  ways.

                 f (n, 3) =    = 


